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 More satellites available 
Benefits of multi-GNSS
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• Satellites visible anywhere anytime
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Benefits of multi-GNSS
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 More satellites available 
• Satellites visible anywhere anytime
• Improved satellite geometry
Position Dilution Of Precision
The geometry of the satellites affects the position precision :
𝜎𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 𝐷𝑂𝑃. 𝜎𝑂𝐵𝑆
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Multi-GNSS solution improves geometry
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 New frequencies available
Benefits of multi-GNSS
 More satellites available 
• Satellites visible anywhere anytime
• Improved satellite geometry
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New signals = more robust
𝜎𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 𝐷𝑂𝑃. 𝜎𝑂𝐵𝑆
Benefits of multi-GNSS
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 More satellites available 
• Satellites visible anywhere anytime
• Improved satellite geometry
 Improved precision on position
 New frequencies available
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Multi-GNSS solution leads to more precise positions
regardless of the type of receiver used
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Benefits of multi-GNSS
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 More satellites available
• Satellites visible anywhere anytime
• Improved satellite geometry
 Improved precision on position
 New frequencies available
 Improved reliability
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GPS + Galileo (November 4th)
Drawbacks of multi-GNSS
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 Differences between GNSS
• Coordinate systems
• Time systems 
• Hardware delays
additional biases
negligible estimable
constant variable
Additional unknown Removed
= Inter-System Biases (ISBs)
ISBs are receiver-dependent
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2014 2015 2016
ISBs are stable across years
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Firmware updates
for phases
Receiver multipath filter
for codes
ISBs might be affected by
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Conclusion
 Drawbacks of multi-GNSS
• Coordinate systems
• Time systems 
• Hardware delays Constant - Receiver and frequency dependent 
Constant – given in the ephemeris data
Negligible
 Benefits of multi-GNSS
• Availability
• Position precision improvement
• Reliability
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Multi-GNSS improves positioning results
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